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UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION
A Whole New Approach to Living

After receiving a diagnosis of autism, life quickly changes from stable to unsettled. Unexpected feelings 

of hopelessness, fear, and doubt set in as parents search desperately for answers and the right help. In 

these uncertain moments, Access Fusion helps families reclaim their quality of life. We take a whole new 

approach to autism therapy by blending ABA therapy with speech, language, and social therapies. We offer 

parents one transformative treatment plan and a whole new hope in life.

Access Fusion helps families reclaim their 
quality of life.
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SERVICE OFFERINGS
Access Fusion offers the most comprehensive, fully tailored autism 
treatment plan to families.

Built on the premise that the whole is greater than the simple sum of its parts, we combine the science of Applied 

Behavior Analysis (ABA) with the proven practices of speech, language and social therapies. Through this 

synergistic approach our goal is to improve the quality of life—for the child and the parents. Each one of our 

intensive teaching procedures strives to completely alter the trajectory of a child’s life by continually removing 

restrictions in his/her present environment and guiding him/her to a more natural setting.

We work with families to jointly establish clear, manageable milestones to accomplish in therapy and at home. 

And then—through full- or part-time daily sessions in our relaxed, amiable environment—our extensively-trained 

staff provide very focused, highly engaging one-on-one therapy that breaks the targets into manageable portions, 

consistently tracks progress, and systematically modifies the game plan as needed.

We provide families a complete package of services, including: 

•   Applied Behavior Analysis Therapy

• Speech Therapy

• Language Therapy

• Social Skills Therapy

• Pre-Academic Skills

• Daily Living Skills

• Toilet Training

• Expanding Food Repertoires
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AUDIENCE
Access Fusion primarily serves fairly affluent and well educated 
single mothers and two-parent households, ranging in age from 25-40 
and predominantly residing in the nearby areas of Carmel, Zionsville, 
Noblesville, Fishers, and Meridian-Kessler neighborhood.

In most experiences, the parents first connect with Access Fusion after recently receiving a diagnosis of autism 

for their child and then investing considerable time researching autism therapy options online. Having heard and 

discovered mixed reviews during their exploration, they typically come to us in need of a fuller, more accurate 

understanding of ABA and speech therapies.

Mom is oftentimes the decision maker, and her goals tend to be consistent. She wants her child to be toilet trained, 

to communicate, and to have friends. She’s not sure how to get there. But she wants answers, and she’ll do anything 

to find them.
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COMPETITION
Within the Indianapolis area, there is no shortage of direct competitors 
to Access Fusion, also offering ABA Therapy to families. Below are the top 
three in no particular order:

APPLIED BEHAVIOR CENTER FOR AUTISM—APPLIEDBEHAVIORCENTER.ORG

ABC’s strongest claims seem to be its experience (20 years in the industry), expansive reach (seven centers across 

Indiana); and its extensive services (Center-Based; Non-Center-Based; Early Intervention; Learning in Functional 

Environments; Speech and Occupational Therapy; Diagnostic Testing; Behavior Consulting and Social Skills; and 

Special Needs Swim Program). They also appear to value storytelling in their marketing efforts.

BIERMAN AUTISM CENTER—BIERMANABA.COM

Also claiming to offer ABA Therapy, Occupational Therapy, Speech Therapy and Physical Therapy, Bierman’s 

primary selling point on its website appears to be its colorful, engaging, expansive playground. Additionally, 

Bierman makes a point of emphasizing its team, showcasing headshots and bios of nearly 90 staff members on its 

site. Located in Westfield, Bierman’s also strategically located to easily serve the Carmel, Noblesville, Zionsville, and 

Westfield markets.

BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS CENTER FOR AUTISM—THEBACA.COM

With BACA, it’s all about education—whether its showcasing its founder Dr. Carl Sundberg, or Dr. Mark 

Sundberg—his brother and creator of the Verbal Behavior Milestones Assessment and Placement Program (VB-

MAPP)—or a vast collection of training sessions by industry-leading consultants.
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ADVANTAGE
Access Fusion stands apart from the rest by melding two proven therapies 
into one powerful solution.

Designed and developed by the first speech-language pathologist and behavior analyst in Indiana—one of only a 

handful of dually-certified practitioners in the world—Access Fusion offers families the most holistic approach 

to the treatment of autism by integrating the proven ideas from speech, language, and social therapies with the 

industry-accepted science of ABA therapy.

We consistently mix the developmental knowledge and prompting procedures that a speech-language pathologist 

knows with the principles and methods that a behavior analyst knows. No longer does a parent need to select one 

approach or another because the two exist in unison. Only we fuse them together into one cohesive transforming 

treatment.

Beyond the science behind Access Fusion, we firmly believe our staff is the lifeblood of our business. To that 

end, we hire only highly experienced, eager-to-learn therapists who we extensively training in the science and 

application of both therapeutic techniques. But more than that, we only employ those therapists who are intently 

focused on offering a loving, environment to the children they serve. Because most of our therapists are parents 

themselves, they know therapy is most effective when mixed with sufficient amounts of care and patience.

Additionally, we extend the power of our center-based training by offering an expansive, ever growing library of 

target-driven training videos for parents to implement, as needed, at home
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